its inner organization.
The matches seem all too obviously staged .
In his study of professional wrestling in the United States Gregory Stone met with a "conspiracy of silenc e" which prevented him from getting a clear picture of its social organization.
As an anonymous wrestler put it, "There is too much money at stake ."")
At any rate, the legitimacy of professional wrestling as a sport is not the topic of this paper. Although I assume it is faked, at the same time I find myself forced to use the terminology of sport, since continually writing "staged victory," "so-called champion"
and the like is somewhat cumbersome.
Regardless of its legitimacy as a sport, however, at certain levels of analysis it is the very fraudulence of pro wrestling that makes it of interest to the student of sport . A comparison with pro wrestling can reveal the institutions and processes by which more genuine sports legitimize their results, and the ever-present possibility that the requirement of pleasing the paying customer will take precedence over the purity of the sports activity.
For the purposes of this paper, the very fakery of pro wrestling makes it a more
accurate mirror of what kind of drama the fan wants to see . In legitimate sports, the outcome is not fixed, and the desired results are often not attained . The professional wrestling match is a transformation of a legitimate sports event , (2) and therefore is more flexible in providing the desired drama.
As a presentation of the drama of confrontation closely tuned to the needs of the fan , a study of professional wrestling may be quite productive to the study of sport .
The Rapid Growth of Television in Japan
The first ten or so years of television in Japan have been called the "period of The main factor in the growth of television during this period was the high rate of economic growth the country enjoyed . The number of sets increased along with the per capita share of the gross national income .(') Obviously, as the average income increased, the number of people who could afford a television also increased .
If rise in income was the only factor, however, then all durable consumer products should have had the same rate of diffusion, only staggered in time. This was not the case.
Television had a much more rapid rate of diffusion than any other durable consumer goods. There were people who did not own a sewing machine, washing machine, electric fan, electric rice cooker, electric refrigerator, vacuum cleaner, or kerosene stove, but owned a television set.(') According to Yamamoto Toru, co -author of an early study of the growth of television in Japan, "installing a TV set in the living room took precedence over reducing and rationalizing housework for the housewife." (1o)
Of course, the price of a set also dropped to less than one third during this period, more than any other durable consumer product except transistor radios." Yet the drop in price cannot be considered the cause of the rapid diffusion; the two are complementary.
In the words of Yamamoto Toru: "The extraordinarily rapid growth of television was due to the irresistible attraction it held for people. Caught by its charms, they strained the family budget to make a purchase that was really beyond their means. If there had not been such a fascination for television, it would not have achieved the high degree of growth that it has. What was it about television that fascinated people?""')
This question still awaits an answer. As McLuhan has most eloquently pointed out,"13> the impact of a new medium goes beyond its apparent content. The impact of the printing press cannot be measured by analyzing the contents of the Gutenberg Bible. However, it is significant to know that it was the Bible that was printed. In the same way, by looking at what fascinated people during the early years of television in Japan we can get a glimpse of what concerned and involved them during that period.
The Popularity of Professional Wrestling During the Early Years of Television in Japan
The growth of television was slow for the first four years. Its price was far beyond the reach of the average person: three to five times the monthly salary of a middle -level company employee."') During these years, the social category of people that owned the most sets was independent businessmen.
For likely that there were no professional wrestling broadcasts during the survey periods the three years that professional wrestling did not make the top ten.
As the above statistics clearly show, the most popular program of the early days of television was far and away professional wrestling. As Yamamoto Toru wrote in 1965: "When you consider the high ratings that professional wrestling continues to maintain , and the feverish excitement it is greeted with in the countryside as well as the cities, it is hard to overlook the contribution professional wrestling has made to the spread of television. " (28) A Brief Outline of the History of Professional Wrestling in Japan (29) After the opening of the country in the mid-nineteenth century, a few Japanese went abroad and became professional wrestlers. Some returned to Japan with troupes of foreign wrestlers, but never were successful in attracting paying customers. In the early twentieth century wrestlers from abroad came to Japan to challenge Kodokan Judo, but again nothing much came of it.
After World War II there was an unsuccessful attempt to start a professional judo association. Some judoists went abroad, to become professional wrestlers.
The first professional wrestling matches in post-war Japan were held in September In the meantime Rikidozan had gone to the U. S. again, and on February 12 came back with the NWA world tag team champions, the Sharpe brothers, who stayed for a three-week tour. Of the two television stations in operation at the time, NHK broadcast three and NTV all of the five matches held in Tokyo. Rikidozan and judoist-turnedwrestler Kimura Masahiko teamed up to challenge for the title three times , but were unsuccessful. The project was a big success, however, and ticket sales reportedly reached eighty million yen, a record for a sports event. This is usually reckoned the beginning of professional wrestling in Japan.
Yamaguchi and Kimura had their own professional wrestling organizations , but they could not compete with Rikidozan. They lacked the backing that he had in the political , financial, entertainment, and media circles; they operated outside of Tokyo (Yamaguchi in Osaka, Kimura in Kumamoto); and they lacked a reliable pipeline to talented foreign wrestlers. The last limitation in particular was to prove decisive.
By 1958 Rikidozan had become the sole promoter of professional wrestling in Japan, and also the biggest star. All competing groups had failed, mostly for lack of reliable routes for bringing over foreign wrestlers.
For it was matches with foreign wrestlers that were the mainstay of professional wrestling in Japan, a condition that continues until today. Preliminary matches may pit We have already seen the great popularity of professional wrestling broadcasts. In
Studies in Mass Communication Ikuta Masaki writes, "It seems the role of professional wrestling in the rapid growth of television cannot be denied. Of course, I by no means intend to suggest that that was the only factor, but in Japan anyway, it is an obvious fact that television and professional wrestling had an
The first televised broadcasts of professional wrestling were on the two days of He was surprised to find that at every station, rather than making him write an apology, the police were unexpectedly well-disposed toward the commotion stirred up by professional wrestling. One police chief told him: `Professional wrestling broadcasts have been the first enhancement of national prestige since the end of the war.
They're a national event. Don't worry about a thing. Next time let us know ahead of time.
We'll be happy to take care of crowd control for you." 37>
The stated reasons for backing professional wrestling-"bring back courage and confidence," "bring back the pride and self-awareness of the people," "dispel the lethar- Therefore this company has greatly contributed to the culture and economy of Japan ." (39) Have pride in your work, which contributes to the reconstruction of Japan
Shoriki's message to new employees is the same as the reason given for broadcasting professional wrestling.
Various factors contributed to the image of professional wrestling as a "national He taught me that to win, you have to endure single-mindedly, and when the right time comes, fight like a man, fearlessly and with everything you've got. He didn't just talk about it, he did it, and the professional wrestling of Rikidozan is my goal even today.
Journalist Irie Tokuro: "There was after all the feeling of Japan against America . We may have lost the war, but look how we're doing in professional wrestling. That's the way a lot of people saw it." (42) Suzuki Watoshi, producer of the the 1983 movie "The Rikidozan" (sic): "There was the defeated feeling that the Japanese would never be the equals of the Caucasians. Then the typically Yankee-looking Sharpe brothers... came in 1953 (1954) and the physical impact of hitting and throwing, well, to put it one way, it gave us hope and courage for the future of Japan, that kind of thing." (43) In these recollections we can detect the sense of a renewal of confidence and morale.
Note also that this is accomplished through confrontation with foreigners, in this case Westerners, Caucasians, "Americans."
An NTV publication gives as reasons for the large crowds that gathered to watch the Sharpe brothers the novelty of professional wrestling, the build-up in the media, and the fact that "the confrontational apects of the match were highlighted by the idea of Japanese against Americans." (44) Only the latter reason can account for the continued popularity of professional wrestling.
Ushijima Hidehiko, author of a revealing book on Rikidozan and his times, puts it more plainly: "People overlapped the Sharpe brothers with the occupying American forces , and watching the `American occupation' get `sunk' swept away the shock of the defeat and its resulting complexes." (45) The authors of A Study of Television Programs recognize the role of foreigners: "Rikidozan's karate chops , while cleaning up the foreign wrestlers, at the same time were effective in clearing up Japanese feelings of inferiority to foreigners. `Okay, so we lost the war, but in one-on-one hand-to-hand combat we won't lose to the likes of you.' Professional wrestling compensated for the inferiority complex of a defeated people.
In this way, Rikidozan became an `ethnic hero.' " (46) The authors say, however, that the popularity of professional wrestling cannot be explained by nationalism alone. Professional wrestling, they point out, was more "suited to television" than other sports. It is easy to understand, has a built-in dramatic element , and therefore was easily handled by the relatively primitive technology of early television .
While this is certainly true, it is true even without the introduction of foreign wrestlers. But as we have seen, the major bouts were always with foreign wrestlers . This is in contrast to other sports. It seems obvious that professional wrestling gained its popularity by offering to viewers showdowns with foreign atheletes.
The Role of the Foreign Wrestler
Professional wrestling was said to be enjoying a revival in Japan in the early 1980's .
One of the instigators of that revival, author Muramatsu Tomomi, recalls his first encounter with professional wrestling. "I was raised near the harbor of Shimizu, and to me, foreigner meant someone big and strong. The wharf swarmed with foreign sailors, and we children were frightened by their size. I saw television for the first time at the electronics shop at the end of the wharf , and on the screen was a man raining karate chops on a huge foreigner . If that didn't astound you, nothing would. It was really an unbelievable sight.""')
Foreign wrestlers always played the 'villian.' "In those days , being a foreigner (American) just meant being a villian (heel) to most people. Whether the Sharpe brothers did anything bad or not, they were bad just because they were foreigners ," writes "Sky High Lee looks like Godzilla come out of the movies .'"') "The spring in his legs peculiar to Negroes , his cold, tanned-looking skin, and his eerily glaring eyes make one think of a black panther from the jungle." (53) The last quote refers to Bobo Brazil, perhaps the first black wrestler to come to Japan. In his 1975 book Tazuhama Hiroshi emphasizes the racial aspects even more: "His huge , jet-black body gleamed all over with a mysterious black light. His eyes, like headlights out of the darkness, had a devilish ghastliness. His scarlet trunks and palms were the only color against the jet black. Lurking in the red and black gloom was the wordless threat of his frightful head butt." (54) Typical promotional fare, perhaps, but similar expressions were not used to describe Rikidozan or the other Japanese wrestlers.
In this way a clear distinction was made between foreign and Japanese wrestlers, and the basic plot of Japanese professional wrestling the `good guy' Japanese wrestlers versus the `bad guy' foreigners was established. And the good guys were led by Rikidozan.
Rikidozan
The `Ethnic Hero'
Rikidozan, by beating up foreign wrestlers with his speciality, the karate chop, became the `ethnic hero' of Japan. During his ten-year career in Japan the Mainichi printed over 450 titled articles on professional wrestling. Over half of those, about 230, had "Rikidozan" or other diminutive forms in the title . The wrestler whose name appeared the next most often was Azumafuji, a former grand champion of sumo, who managed only 31 appearances. These figures reflect the dominating presence of Rikidozan.
We have already heard from the man who learned his `life's goal' from watching Rikidozan. Another fan says, "When Rikidozan died, it was more of a shock to me than when the American president Kennedy was assassinated." (") No treatment of the role of pro wrestling in Japan would be complete without including a most startling fact: Rikidozan was not Japanese. This opens up a whole new can of worms, not all of which can be disposed of in this paper.
Rikidozan was a former sumo wrestler from the Nishonozeki stable who had risen to the third highest rank of sekiwake. He was popular and his future looked bright , but on the evening of September 2, 1950, he cut off his topknot with a fish knife at his home , abruptly ending his sumo career. So a year later, when he was invited to participate in exhibition matches with wrestlers from the U. S., he was already well-known.
Contemporary newspaper accounts give his birthplace as Omura City, Nagasaki
Prefecture. The "Who's Who" dictionaries also agree with this story . (161 Contemporary "biographies" carry accounts of his days as a student at a primary school in Omura.
However, in a book published in 1978, fifteen years after his death, the true story was A large number of Koreans came to Japan during the colonial period; according to some sources there were more than two million at the end of World War II. The majority eventually returned to the peninsula, but a large number ended up staying in Japan because of the subsequent international situation.
These Koreans face discrimination and prejudice in Japan, as do minorities in many countries. Koreans, however, are physically indistinguishable from Japanese. To avoid discrimination most choose to "pass" as Japanese, at least in some situations, which for most purposes is as simple as adopting a Japanese alias.(")
There are many Koreans in sports and entertainment in Japan. Although there are prominent exceptions, the large majority of them prefer to hide their origins from the public.
Many people, especially those who knew him from his early days in sumo, knew
Rikidozan was Korean. However, although all the reporters covering professional wrestling knew, none ever wrote about it. As one former reporter put it, "There was an atmosphere which prohibited writing anything that Rikidozan would not like, and Rikidozan had to be Japan's Rikidozan." (59) Since this information did not appear in the media (indeed the papers reported his birthplace as Nagasaki) the vast majority of people must not have known. It seems unlikely that a known Korean, given the low esteem in which Koreans were generally held, could have served as the "ethnic hero" of Japan . In an admittedly limited survey taken Rikidozan had to be Japanese.
Some Concluding Remarks
Many authors have commented that sports can have the functions of integration and pattern maintenance, to use Parsonian terms. (63) In international competition, the effect is to distinguish "us" from "them." Each group, however, has its own "them." "They" do not necessarily share a common identity and "they" may not consider "us" a "them" in return. Each group's perceived "them" is an outcome of the historical experience of the group and its perceived current international position!")
According to one student of sport, although international competition has not traditionally received much of the American sports fan's attention, when it does, "the victors over talented Americans are often seen as symbolic representatives of the enemy, rival ideology of international Communism.'"') In Japan, however, what divides "us" from "them" is not ideology , but race, and to some degree geography. Japan's rival in international competition, in sports as in other spheres, is the "West," as it has been for the last 120 years since the opening of the country.
As mentioned earlier, professional wrestling has a dramatic advantage over more genuine sports. It can readily adapt to and satisfy the needs of its audience. This is probably the reason it survives despite continual doubts about its legitimacy.
Indeed, Gregory Stone has said that "the major task of the established professional wrestler is identity-work building and husbanding an identity that can mobilize the appreciations of the audience and maintain them over time."(") Stone,writing in the 1960s, mentions the following themes of pro wrestling in America: the class or status struggle, the conflict between beauty and ugliness, the battle between the sexes, antagonism between local provincialism and cosmopolitan sophistication, and the "cold war." Unlike Japanese pro wrestling, international concerns are not the major dramatic elements of pro wrestling in America. And the current mixture of "Russian," "Arab," and "Oriental" wrestlers shows that international concerns, when they do figure, are not as sharply focused.
The phenomenal popularity of pro wrestling in Japan owes much to its embracing of a single, powerful theme: Japan against the world: the West (America). It makes no difference now that, according to prevailing perceptions, Rikidozan was really Korean.
(The Sharpe brothers were actually Canadian.) This "fact" does not change the much more powerful fact that a generation of Japanese, feeling humbled and humiliated by defeat in a war into which many of them had invested a great amount of personal pride, got to see one of their own defeat the supposed victors in one-on-one combat.
Revelation of the former fact will never eliminate the experience of the latter. Revelation of the former fact is just another event in the media, available to the experience of another The second cartoon appeared during the controversy over the docking of the nuclear-powered aircraft carrier "Carl Vinson."(69' Japanese government policy forbids nuclear weapons in Japanese territory, but the U. S. government will not comment on whether a particular vessel carries nuclear weapons at a particular time . The Japanese government publicly assumes that since they have not been otherwise informed, no nuclear weapons have been brought into the country, but many Japanese believe they are brought in secretly.
The cartoon shows the Japanese wrestler demanding that the huge foreigner ("Carl
Vinson" written on his black tights) be searched. The referee, Foreign Minister Abe , refuses to comply, explaining, "He hasn't said he is carrying any nukes ." The missles are visible sticking up out of wrestler's waistband .
The above two cartoons are examples of professional wrestling providing an interpretive setting for Japan's relations with foreign countries .
In Japanese media coverage of international sports competition , similar themes can be found, but not in as pure a form as with professional wrestling . Of course all groups have their defining adversaries. In this paper professional wrestling in Japan was explored to establish the confrontation displayed therein.
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